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ABSTRACT
This report presents the results of the search
for suitable saturable filter materials and
the theoretical investigation of the saturation
effect. The observation of saturation effects
in uranyl glass filters is discussed
The
effect of a saturable filter in the laser cavity
is demonstrated with an experimental O-switched
laser.
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SATÜRABLE FILTER INVESTIGATION

1.0

Introduction

Super radiant emission, or an^plified spontaneous emission, is
deleterious to the operation of multi-stage laser au^lifier
systems

Besides limiting the achievable inversion In a single

amplifier, such fluorescence may, if present in sufficient
intensity, stimulate the deci>y of succeeding stages

Various schemes have been proposed to prevent the coupling of this
Intense fluorescence to successive elements of a laser amplifier
chain.

This report is concerned with an experimental and theoretical

program to investigate the physics of saturable filters as nonreciprocal buffer stages.

The basic concept is that an appropriately

selected material can be found which suppresses super-radiant
emission into an adjacent amplifier by normal absorption processes
but which saturates or bleaches when driven by a laser pulse of
sufficient intensity.

In this report we delineate the significant

parameters of an efficient aaturable filter and report on the progress
of our search for a suitable material.

The effects of super radiance are being examined in a model system
constructed for this purpose.

The system consists of a O-switched

oscillator and four amplifier sections

Measurements of the angular

distribution and axial fall-off of the fluorescent emission from
the amplifiers are in progress

Measurements of the fluorescent

decay rate have been completed: pronounced shortening of the
effective lifetime has been observed.

Preliminary results indicate

that the intensity of emission follows a —•
r*
below the threshold for inversion.

law both above and

With the model system we hope to verify that super radiance can
affect the overall system gain.

Using satuxaMe filter materials

available, this system can also be used to determine its
effectiveness in preventing premature dumping of the inverted
populations in the amplifier sections.
(

2.0

Theory of the Satorable Filter

2.1

filter Requirement«

Besides opersting at the proper frequency, i.e., 0694 microns or
1.06 microns, we have assumed, as preliminary design criteria, that
a satisfactory filter material must also satisfy the following
requirements:
l>

Open in a time < 10 nanoseconds with an incident photon
9
""2
flux of 10 watt, cm or less. O-switched lasers are
presently available which generate pulses on the order
of 5-20 nanoseconds duration.

It is certainly advisable

that appreciable saturation occur in a time short compared
(

to the pulse duration

Considering that a certain degree

of pulse sharpening is to be expected from an amplifier.

2

the opening time nay have to be reatrlcted to even ehoxter
9
o
tine intervals. The limiting photon flux of 10 watt/cm"
avoids probleroa of material destruction.

2)

Have sufficient small signal attenuation to effectively
quench super radiant emission Into the angular aperature
of an adjacent asplifying laadium. The overall »mall
signal gain must be kept on the order of unity.

A

relatively simple experiment has been designed to tost
this notion and is currently is progre«»

3)

Remain open for at least 100 nanoseconds

This restruction

on the closing timss precludes high repetition rate
performance but avoida the problem of the filter following
variations in the input pulse amplitude

2.2

Theoretical Analysis of Anplifier and Saturable Filter Performance

This section is a detailed treatment of a laser anplifier chain
incorporating saturable filters between sections.

Exact solutions

for the output energy and pulse shape are derived and numerical
results given for a square pulse input.

except «or differences in absorption cross-section the problem of
a saturable filter or a saturated amplifier are exactly the sams
and may be treated within the same general framework

We assume

that the material consists of two levels with N2 atoms in the upper
state and ^ atoms In the lower state.

3

Let the cross-section

Ü

against interaction with an incident photon flux b« c; if the
■tatiatical weight« of the upper and lower states are the sarap,
this cross-section will apply to both absorption and emission.

If

S(x,t} is the instantaneous Poynting vector for the incident photon
flux at the position x in the material, the rate equations for the
state populations are:

dN (x,t)
—^

- -3M2(x#t) ^ S(x.t) + 0 MjCx.t) ^ S(x.t)

dN1(x,t)
dt

(1)

dN2(x.t)
dt

N (x.t) - M.(x,t)
Introducing the polarization P(x,t) - -^—
H^H,
obtain

C
dP

it'0

- 2rP(x,t) fa 8(x,t)

(2)

which can be readily integrated to yeild
-2
P(x,t) - Po (x) e T*±
J(x.t)
n

(3)

where P0(x) is the initial polarization in the material and J(x,t)
J_m S(x,t)dt

is the total energy flux which has passed the plane

x up to the time t

The attenuation or amplification of the incident power flux is
given by the following equation:

^fr^ - «a *<**t) - cfl^x.t) s(x,t)

14)
- cM0 S(x,t) PCx.t)

4

c

From equation (2) we have

dx

2

^

dt

N,

flierefore ^ /*

S(x.f )df - - ^ hy /*

l^fef^ dt
dt'

-^ h,- [p(x,t) - P0(x)]
-^h.P0(x)

[l-eh''

Finally, we «ubstitute the definition of JCx^t) into the right hand
•ide and obtain
£ J(x,t| - -^ h7 P0(x)

[l " •

hY

J

(5)

Again, this equation is readily integrated, with the reault
/J ^ hy P0<x)dK - J(x.t) - J0(t) ♦ |^

In
(6)

1 - f
1 - • " ^
**«•

JQI*)

J

0^>

i« the total energy flux which has paased the front

face of the mediun up to the tiaa t

The integral on the left

hand aide ia obaerved to be the total available energy initially
atored in the excited atate in the length of material between 0
and x
(

x

E (x>

a

N

0

■ ^O T **

P (x)dx

0

(7)

This quantity is related to the initial small signal gain (or
attenuation) by the equation
00{x)

x
B
v
>
- e

(8)

We should note that both Es(x) and G0(x} are independent of the way
in which the polarization is distributed along the material.

With

these results we can re-write equation (6) as
J(x .t)

- U to [ 1 ♦ o0(x) (• *? Jo(t) -l)]

Thus, for a nediua of length L the instantaneous power flux (the
pulse shape; is given by

S

L<

I

t,.«£tt.U

^^[^^a, „^ V«.«]

end the totsl energy in the out {Hit pulse is given by

J

L - C Vt)dt

The power and energy gains arc given respectively by
8,(t)
(9

T^us

ft

J

o<t)

0p(t) - 00 *

^ JÄ
(t)
0
I ♦ G0(eh'
-I)

6

(10)

i

Ja m [ i + G0 c
s - jfsr

h7

O

-»]

(10)

From equation (10) w» can calculate the detailed response of an
amplifier on saturable filter element, and, by appropriate iteration, the response of a chain of such elements

The effects of

dispersion have been neglected in this calculation.

This is

justified as long as the input pulse does not contain Fourier
components which lie outside the bandwidth of the nnplifier.

Prom aquation (10) it is clear that both the saturable filter and
the laser amplifier saturate on energy rather than power

Amplifier

performance can be Improved by using fast rise input pulses and
these can be generated in the saturable filter elements (e.f.
Figure 4),

The expression for the power gain can be inverted to find the
fraction of the input pulse duration U^T) required to take a
ssturable filter from an initial small signsl attenuation G0 to
a final transmission 0p(to).

From the first of equation (10) we

have
1-0.

^ 'o -f - ^ c0U - 2,)
where we have assumed a square input pulse

7

(ID

We may, as an example, consider using ruby as a «aturable filter
material.

Por ruby, *£ ~ 0.17, and an initial small signal gain

of 0 1 may be realized by using a normal 0 ObTJ rod which is 6 cm.
long

In order to achieve a final transparency of 90% in a time

equal to 1/2 the input pulse duration we must have

0.17
•

Jo

x V^ in „ [^ „
.

J0 ■ 53 joules/cm

. .

Por a pulse duration of

t

then bf> on the order of S

j

-20 nanosecond, the input power must
• 2.6 G watts/cm .

At this power level

the ruby is expected to be destroyed

Conversely, for an incident power flux S o ■ 1 G watt,'cm and an
opening tine (to 90% attenuation) of 10 nanoseconds, the crosssection of a suitable saturable filter must satisfy the following
relation, when used with the ruby laser.
11

*

- in

i ruby

Por G0 - 0 1, Cp - 0.9 we find

'; j^***

V1 - V
- 2.6.

Under these sane conditions, but using a Nd-glsss laser, the
required filter cross section is

V

wd

^ -

7

•^•

Without the use of focusing lenses, present day lasers are far
from achieving the power densities that the above calculations
indicate would be needed.

It must also be remembered that the
8
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Figure I.
Power Gain: Laser-Amplifier
Because of saturation the values of the
power gain given in this graph are only
approached asymptotically in the limit
of infinite small-signal gain.
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Figure 2.
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Figure 3.
(

Inatantaneous attenuation aa a function of the
normalized input to a aaturable filter
For
a seep function input, the curve represante
the actual output: pulse shape

(

input to amplifier

output of amplifier

Figure 4«: Qualitative reaponae of a saturable amplifier
to a triangular input pulae. Amplifier ie asaumed
to have a email aignal gain of 3db

(

input to saturable filter

input to amplifier
Figure 4b

output of soplifier

Qualitati/e reaponae of a aaturable amplifier (3 db qam»
to a triangular input pula© which hae been shaped by
paaaage thru a saturable filter element, in this ca-©
the full gam is realized at the peak of the input pulse

above results are valid only for a square input pulse

For a

triangular pulse, which more nearly approximates the true situation
all the above results should be increased by a factor of nearly 2.

This calculation has assumed that saturation occurs when the laser
pulse has (nearly) «qualized the populations of a two-level filter
system.

If the upper level has very rapid ( - 10

sec-) relaxation

to some state other than the initial absorping level, the result
must again be increased by a factor of two

3.0

Observation of Saturation Effects

3.1

Measurement of Filter Properties

A promising saturable filter material was found during Dec«
1963

At that time saturable absorption was observed between

excited states in uranyl glass at both 106 and 0.6943 microns
The absorption was observed only when the sample was subjected
to excitation by an intense light source, in this case a Xenon

The experimental setup for making the observations is shown in
Figure 5

Thin sections of the glare filter (1/4 inch long by

1/4 inch diameter) were placed in an elliptical laser cavity and
pumped with a straight 6 inch Xenon flashtube (B G 4 C FX-47;
The observation of absorption by the 00.

ions in these «ample»

was made by passing light from a 100 watt asrcory arc lamp through
the sample and monitoring the transmission as a function of time

I

b«for«.. during and aftor the punp.

The light tran«»itt«d by the

sandle waa focused on the entrance slit« of a Bauach and loot
grating monochromater and detailed by a 1P21 photo-multiplier.
Additional massurement« were made at 6328* and 6943A. using a He-Be
gas laaer and ruby laser, respectively.

A typical tracs of the induced absorption in a 0.52 c» long »aiapla
ia ahown in Figure 6.

The data there was obtained fro« the 5460A

line in the Hg arc; conaidarable fluorescence can be observed
in the lower trsce.

It is iJBwdiately noticed that ths decay rate

for the induced abaorption ia the aaaa aa the fluoreacence decay
rate (about 600 microaeconda).

Thia remained true at ell the

wavelength« uaed in the abaorption Baasurenent«.

However, the

abaorption croaa-aection waa found to be auch larger at 5460A than
at other wavelengths.

Since the induced abaorption at 5460A lie»

on the half power point of the normal 00^ flooreecence. it appears
that one aection of the aaaple will re-abaorb the fluoreacent
light of another aection.

Thia •equilibration" of excited U02

molecules with the piping radiation (which both populatea and
depopulstea the excited atate) U obaervabU in two inatancea:
I) a saturation of the fluorescence light output ss s function of
pump light and 2) s saturation of the absorption coefficient es s
function of pump light input

figure 7 shows the normalized abaorption for the filter as I
(

function of total pump energy.

10

It ia obvioua that complete
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"•quilibration" of the sample has occurred at an input of 30
joules/cm, (corresponding to a total input of 450 joules Lo the
flashtube).

Direct aeasureasnts of the absorption and the ssturation of the
i

absorption at 6943A were made using a O-svitched ruby laser which
delivered about a 1 W pulse, 50 nanoseconds wide

COMMrcial

glass filters having s total attenuation of approximately 106
were placed in aeries with the pumped l» ** easels but slternately
behind and in front of the sanple so that the attenuation of the
signal could be measured respectively with and without the ssaple
being subjected to the high radiation intensity of the laser.
Under such conditions the transmission wss observed to change from
<

31% to 39% (taker, when UM flash tube was still puling the sample
so thst ths depopulstion induced by the laser waa coveting with
the repopulation caused by the pump light) and from 82% to 94)t
(taken when the flashtube wss no longer ptm^ing ths «aa^le so there
wss no competition from the pump)

Very crude calculations hsve

indicated thst the absorption croas section for the ruby laser
light im at least 1000 times larger than In the Cr3* ions

Pigurs 8 shows the energy level diagram for the 00 " molecule
ss determined by absorption messurements.

The electronic energy

levels srs very much broadened by the vibrational transitions of
the U02

molecule so thst the spectrum under considerstion is

entirely molecular.

The fluorescence apparently originates entirely

from the lowest vibrational level of the designated electronic

11.

Figure 8:
(

Energy levels of UO
in glass as
detenrined by absorption and emission
measurements
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level and termini'tes on many of the vibrational levels of the ground
state.

To date, the only evidence that the absorption initial state

is the sane as the fluorescence initial state ,is the fact that their
decay rates are identical to within experimontal error.

Experiaents

which would lend more weight to this model such as direct observetion of a drop in the fluorescent intensity of the Ü02

sample

when it is saturated by a ruby laser beam are currently being
undertaken

32
Ito

Deaonstration of Filter Effects
demonstrate the properties of the saturable filter, a "Q"

switching experiment was performed.

The ruby rod employed was •

1/4 inch diameter and 3 inches long with a total internal reflect-

0

ing prism on one end end the transmission reflector waa an 85%
transmitting dielectric film; the uranium glaas sample was a .52 cm
thickness of filter,

«»e pump source was a single linear xenon

lamp housed in a double elliptical head, the other Xenon lamp mount
being left vacant.

Hie laser beam was detected by a SD-100

photodiode after two diffuse reflections from white matte surfaces
o

giving a total attenuation of — 10

The flashtube was detected

by a 922 photodiode.

The various processes occuring in thi« syatesi are shown in Figure
9.

Assummq a aquare wave light output fron the pumping flashlaap,

the process may be sliced a« follows:

I) the uranium glass sample

very quickly "equilibrates" with the pumping radiation and attains

12.

o

Saturabl« Filter Loss

Illustrating the process«« which
occur when th« saturabl« filt«r i«
u««d for "O-switching" a laser.

0

its final absorption coefficient while the ruby is still being
pumped to attain a population inversion which will give the system
a positive gain.

2) since the final loss of the system due to the

uranium glass is only -4db, the ruby can eventually be pumped to
the point where the total gain of the system, including all losses,
is greater than one and at this point the cavity begins to oscillate.
3) the extremely high photon density inside the cavity satuvates
the uranium absorption and the Q of the cavity increases tremendously
4) after the laser pulse is over, the gain of the ruby is near
zero but the pumping begins to repopulate the Cr3*.
IX)2

2

E state.

The

population rate is much higher and the cavity lost, rises

much taster than the gain so that the cavity is in the same state
it was before the pulse.
/""

Thus, a series of autonatically O-switched

laser pulses will be generated for as long as the pumping continues
For a given ruby rod the height of the pulses will be determined
by the maximum absorption of the UO
of the Xenon pump.

2

sample and will be independent

Higher pumping rates will, however, determine

the spacing between the pulses, the repetition rate increasing
with increasing pump levels.

Figure 10 a shows a multiple spike

laser output illustrating this phenoasna.
of 00.

A greiter concentration

results in laser action characterized by greater peak

powers, but at a decreased repetition rate.

Figures 10 b and c

show the laser pulse obtained with the saturable filter u-switch.

There is another mode in which O-switching can be accomplished.
If during the Xenon flashtubo pumping the ruby gain is never
'

13,
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Figure 10a.

Multiple Q-switching.
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sufficient to overcome the loss of the W)2++ sample, oscillation
can never occur.

However, the decay rate of the absorption is

about .6 milliseconds while the
3 milliseconds.

2

E lifetime for the ruby is about

As a result, the loss in the cavity will vanish

much faster than the gain and at an appreciable time after the
tlashlamp, a Q-switched laser pulse will be observed.

Of course,

such operation is quite ine ficient because of the large superradiance
losses in the ruby during the time it takes for the W
to die oat.

++

absorption

In this application, however, the uranium glass filter

can be incorporated between thin sections of the ruby to serve
two functions:

«1) to Q-switch the oscillator and (2) to eliminate

the superradxance loss.

ParaMtric control of the small signal loss introduced by the uranyl
filter is easily achieved by shielding a portion of the sample from
the pump light.

A cavity oscillator incorporating this refinement

is under .construction.

4.0

Tycnniyt; Forecast

The saturable filter developnent consists of three major tasks:
1.

Search for Materials which saturate at 0.694 and 1.06 microns.

2.

Evaluation of materials for use as a saturable filter.

3.

Die construction of a model system employing the most
promising material.

( I
14.

Although task 1 will continue, the major effort will now «hlft to

c

tasks 2 and 3

Five amplifier modules and four filter aodulM

are now betnq constructed.

This model system will be used to studr

superradiant effects and the efficiency of the UOj** «Ut« M •
saturable filter.

Each ain>lifier module in the model system is seperetely
controlled and employs a 3 1/2 inch by 3/8 inch li*y rod wit* ernds
cut at the Breweter angle.

Having determined the «Mil signet fei«

of each of these units, they will be combined la a

CIOM

eMpled

geometry and observations made on the additivity of the fatm«
(in db)

The "distance of closest approach* ia thia sitaetio» vttl

also be determined.

Finally, filter modules will be ineertad Mi

the overall ayatem gain re-datarmlnad.
(

using both Q-switched and burst type

(

15.

MaaaoraaMta «till b«
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